Inhibitory period following motor potentials evoked by magnetic cortical stimulation.
Following motor potentials evoked (MEPs) by magnetic cortical stimulation, there is a transient suppression of muscle action potentials (inhibitory period). We recorded MEPs, the inhibitory period, V1 waves and F waves from the abductor pollicis brevis muscle in 20 normal subjects and in 17 patients with spastic hyperreflexia due to cerebral infarction. The duration of the inhibitory period increased in correspondence with increasing stimulus intensity and did not necessarily depend on the amplitude of the MEPs. The duration of the inhibitory period elicited by a twin coil, which can stimulate the motor cortex locally, was shorter than by a single coil. The mean duration of the inhibitory period was significantly shorter in patients with spastic hyperreflexia than in normal subjects, and it correlated with the amplitude of F waves. The effects of the inhibitory period on V1 waves were different from its effects on F waves in one patient with large V1 and F waves. The amplitudes of V1 waves recorded during the inhibitory period were approximately 30-50% of the maximal amplitude of V1 waves, but F waves were not smaller. The inhibitory period is probably caused primarily by central inhibitory mechanisms.